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The nest box in this wildlife garden provides a home for Barn Owls. PHOTOGRAPH BY MIEKO WATKINS.
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Why Garden for Wildlife?

As a child I was lucky to have Nature as a friend. The long, smooth branch of an old sycamore th
grew at the edge of our neighborhood creek was a favorite childhood place to mull things ove
Milkweed grew in nearby fields and undeveloped lots, their fascinating seedpods leaking silky thread
of dark seeds in the fall that floated off with the wind. Fat toads, butterflies, and fireflies we
plentiful, though they were much harder to find when I returned with my daughters many years late
My love for Nature, for plants and wild animals, began in that midwestern town at a time when vaca
lots, woods, and uncultivated fields were abundant and children had the freedom and time to explore.
Those memories resurfaced in the spring of 1994, long after I had moved to the San Francisco Ba
Area, at a presentation on wildlife habitat gardening at the first Master Gardener conference held
the UC-Davis campus. Two of the presenters were Dr. Don Mahoney, horticulturist at the Sa
Francisco Botanical Garden, and Barbara Deutsch, a well-known San Francisco butterfly habit
gardener.
Their compelling stories and images of vibrant gardens alive with birds and butterflies were all th
inspiration I needed to jumpstart my own journey. It was Don who started me out with check-erbloom
(Sidalcea malviflora), my first butterfly host plant, and Barbara, too, shared her wild and wonderf

butterfly garden and years of experience. Within several weeks of planting the checkerbloom, tin
caterpillars of the West Coast Lady butterfly appeared. It was a thrilling moment, followed by tw
quick lessons in butterfly gardening: (1) if the host plant is small, you need more than one, and (2
butterfly caterpillars have many enemies. I managed to hunt down additional plants, and (with a litt
additional help) several caterpillars pupated and successfully emerged. It was my first attempt
butterfly habitat gardening and I was completely and unequivocally hooked.

Checkerbloom (S idalcea malviflora) is a caterpillar food plant for the West Coast Lady butterfly. PHOTOGRAPH BY MIEKO WATKINS

West Coast Lady butterfly. PHOTOGRAPH BY ROBERT WATKINS.

As it turns out there are other reasons to grow wildlife gardens other than for the joy of it. Thoug
the West Coast Lady butterfly can still be found in Bay Area gardens, it is not faring well elsewhere i
northern California. “Populations of the once-abundant West Coast Lady,” says Arthur Shapiro
University of California-Davis butterfly expert, “are down to about 10 percent of what they were 2
years ago in the southern Sacramento Valley,” and the “once common Anise Swallowtail is teeterin
on the brink of regional extinction.” Butterflies that were once routinely showing up in gardens—
Acmon Blues, Tailed Blues, Purplish Coppers, and, even, Mourning Cloaks, says Shapiro, hav
disappeared not only from urban and suburban neighborhoods, but wild lands, too.
Even the Monarch, our most widely recognized butterfly, has been experiencing severe populatio
declines. The World Wildlife Fund added the Monarch butterfly to its list of “10 to Watch in 2010,

along with tigers, polar bears, rhinos, and other threatened species. It’s not just butterfly species th
are in trouble. Toads, frogs, bees, and some songbird species are disappearing, too, at alarming rate
While experts rarely agree on any one explanation for the decline of wildlife species, the rapid lo
and degradation of habitat in California, and throughout the country, is a chief concern. Protecte
wilderness, which is a very small percentage of our total available land, provides only fragmented an
isolated islands of habitat. Unprotected wildlife habitat continues to shrink due to roads, developmen
agriculture, and urban sprawl. In his book Bringing Nature Home, entomologist Douglas Tallam
gives notice: “It has become increasingly clear that much of our wildlife will not be able to surviv
unless food, shelter, and nest sites can be found in suburban habitats.” And which plants we choose t
grow, Tallamy points out, determines the diversity and the numbers of wildlife that a particular garde
can sustain.
So, now it’s up to us. When we create habitat—places for birds, butterflies, bees, and other wi
creatures to live, find food, and reproduce—we are helping to restore a small part of what has bee
lost. These creatures are an integral part of our lives and the health of the plants we grow. They clea
up excess seeds and bugs, pollinate our fruits, vegetables, and flowers, prevent disease in the garde
and fascinate us with their relationships to each other and with the plants they depend on for survival
Each wildlife garden has its own unique cast of characters, each habitat gardener his or her ow
unique experiences. What is common to us all, however, is the irresistible urge to spend as much tim
in the garden as we can, walking among the plants, observing what’s showing up and enjoying th
action. Into my twelfth year in a rural setting in west Sonoma County, the garden has settled an
matured, yet constantly changes. I tend an average-sized lot, anchored by a huge black oak, at th
western edge of a much larger and diversely planted property that has been stewarded by the owners
an exemplary fashion. Instead of the deer herd I gardened with at my first home in Marin County,
marauding band of gophers comes with this territory. Through many failed plantings I have learne
which plants they are likely to avoid and which ones are delectable. I use more gopher wire, d
grumble a bit, and then look at the upside: they aerate the soil. Years of gardening with wildlife an
with plants I love have changed me into a more patient, less “energetic” gardener. I exert less contro
I prune lightly, and try to keep “rearranging” at a minimum.
Though I grow non-native habitat plants, which include edibles (berry bushes, herbs, and a sma
food garden), the focus is natives. Their beauty, rich fragrances, and textures weave together eac
section of the garden, making the garden whole. Each year, as more native plants are added, the bir
and insect life increases. Native bees and hummingbirds feed on whorls of blue, pink, and whi
lavender-tinged salvia flowers from early spring into summer. Drifts of these four native specie
(purple sage, Brandegee sage, black sage, and hummingbird sage) are my reliable, look-good-in-any
season, no-care treasures. Hard-working evening primrose often chooses where it wants to be and
almost always go along with the plan. Bumblebees coated with pollen stagger from the sunny flowe
from late spring into fall; finches do acrobatics on its stalks, feeding on its abundant seed for month
Birds feast on the fruit of coffeeberry, elderberry, native currants, hawthorne, and crabapple. Behin
the veggie garden grows a stand of cow parsnip that blooms in the spring. Their white, flat-toppe
umbels that are so appealing to the tiniest of pollinators remind me of my favorite trail at the Sonom
coast where they grow in profusion. Hedgerows of trees and shrubs, drifts of perennials, vine
grasses, and wildflowers provide berries, seeds, nectar, and pollen through the year without fertilize
or special care and with very little supplemental water.
For many of us, wildlife habitat gardening is not so much a gardening style as a passion that arise
from a love of Nature and Her creatures, beauty, wisdom, and design. Certainly one of the mai

reasons to garden for wildlife is for the joy of it, for the rewards, for the unexpected pleasures. One o
my mine is looking up from the computer to see who’s in the large earth-cast birdbath in the bac
garden. One warm sunny day last November I counted seven species—White-crowned and Golden
crowned Sparrows, a Hermit Thrush, a Spotted Towhee, a California Towhee, Bushtits, and a Son
Sparrow—all vying for positions! Whether it’s the California Towhee enjoying a long, luxurious bat
or the quick communal bathing of Bushtits or the occasion line-up for a spot in the water, birdbat
action is one of the most delightful perks of a wildlife garden.
I urge you to spend time in your gardens not only to plant or trim or pull weeds, but also to see th
season’s changes on each plant, to watch a butterfly sipping nectar or discover its tiny pearl of an eg
on the backside of a leaf, to hear the hummingbird and bee working the blossoms, and to conscious
inhale the fragrance of a flower. In the chapters that follow, California wildlife habitat gardeners shar
their gardens, their insights, and their own special pleasures and rewards. There are as many ways
create wildlife gardens as there are gardeners to envision them. Who will come and what will happe
is the mystery; only the rewards are guaranteed.
When California was wild, it was one sweet bee-garden throughout its entire length, north and
south, and all the way across from the snowy Sierra to the ocean. . . . The Great Central Plain
of California, during the months of March, April, and May, was one smooth, continuous bed of
honey-bloom, so marvelously rich that, in walking from one end of it to the other, a distance of
more than 400 miles, your foot would press about a hundred flowers at every step. Mints,
gilias, nemophilas, castilleias, and innumerable compositae were so crowded together that,
had ninety-nine per cent of them been taken away, the plain would still have seemed to any but
Californians extravagantly flowery.
—John Muir, The Mountains of California (1894) (Excerpted from The Bee-Pastures,
published by Partners for Sustainable Pollination, 2009)

California wild grape (Vitis californica ‘Roger’s Red’) provides a lush summer screen in Judy Adler’s garden (see Garden Profile
PHOTOGRAPH BY MARYBETH KAMPMAN.

CHAPTER 1

Growing a Wildlife Garden
Sometimes the gardener is the director, sometimes a mere player, but for the most part
a habitat gardener is a spectator expectantly awaiting the next twist or turn in nature’s
plot.
—Judy Adler, wildlife habitat gardener

What is your personal vision of the perfect garden? Does it come from a childhood memory? A phot
spread in a gardening magazine? A botanical garden you’ve visited? Though our visions may diffe
for decades the American landscape of lawn, trimmed shrubs, and neat flowerbeds has been th
standard for most homeowners throughout the country. There is a new twenty-first-century vision o
gardening afoot, however, that is quietly and steadily gaining momentum. This new paradigm view
the garden as a living ecosystem rather than merely as outdoor decoration. It recognizes the intrica
relationships between plants and wildlife and our changing role as steward, rather than manipulator, o
these relationships. This gardening philosophy, which values individual creativity over convention
design, is often described as “natural gardening.” It encompasses a variety of concepts and gardenin
styles that include biological diversity, ecological design, and environmentally friendly gardenin
methods.

A Dark-eyed Junco enjoys a bath. PHOTOGRAPH BY ROBERT WATKINS.

Wildlife habitat gardening embraces all aspects of natural gardening with an additional emphas
on providing food, cover, and water for wildlife. Backyard gardens have become increasingl
important as wildlife sanctuaries as agricultural practices, human development, and invasive plan
have led to the destruction and degradation of wildlife habitat. Protected wilderness, those scattere
and isolated islands of habitat, no longer are sufficient for sustaining wildlife, and the corridors th
are needed for wildlife to move from one area to another are missing. “Our gardens,” say
entomologist and author Douglas Tallamy, “are the last chance we have for sustaining plants an

animals that were once common throughout the United States.” Wildlife gardens can provide th
necessary food and shelter—resources that in the past were more available on undeveloped lands—
that enable various wildlife species to get through all seasons, dry summers or cold winters.

Bushtits bathe communally in this shallow birdbath. PHOTOGRAPH BY CINDY LAMAR.

There are many compelling reasons to create a wildlife garden, but “wanting to do somethin
positive for the planet” and “personal pleasure” are among the reasons I most often hear. “We hav
the power as individual habitat gardeners,” says Judy Adler, whose garden is profiled in this chapte
“to play a part in reversing the practices that have caused the degradation of many of the Earth
natural resources. I can’t think of a more meaningful gift to the world.” For most wildlife habit
gardeners the focus is on attracting birds, butterflies, bees and other beneficial insects. Songbird
toads and frogs, honeybees and various native bee and butterfly species are the canaries in th
coalmine. They have been facing population declines for decades. They are the ones most in need o
backyard habitat in cities, suburbs, and rural areas too. While many wildlife gardeners choose
welcome all visiting wildlife, others draw the line at deer. Regardless of the wildlife focus, howeve
one thing quickly becomes clear: when you plant for one, you plant for all. A diversity of plants bring
insects. The supply of insects feeds the birds, toads, frogs, lizards, and the predaceous and parasit
insects we call “beneficials.” Nectar flowers bring in hummingbirds, bees, butterflies, and oth
pollinators. Other food plants feed the butterfly caterpillar or provide seeds, berries, nuts, or fruits fo
birds, which may, in turn, eat some of the caterpillars—and other desirable insects.

Indian mallow and silver bush lupine provide nectar for pollinators and seeds for birds in this southern California wildlife garden.
PHOTOGRAPH BY SUSAN GOTTLIEB.

Many wildlife species find cover, food, and nesting sites in oak woodland communities. PHOTOGRAPH BY MIEKO WATKINS.

Often, a bird-habitat gardener begins to notice butterflies in the garden and soon adds butterf
nectar and host plants; the butterfly gardener finds more hummingbirds in the garden and star
looking for plants attractive to hummers. Inevitably, both become fascinated by all of the creature
that show up. Wildlife habitat gardening has a wonderful tendency to escalate! By supporting thes
relationships among plants and wildlife, the wildlife gardener, in turn, reaps a multitude of rewards.

Pollinators feed on the nectar of California lilacs in spring; birds eat the seeds and insects they attract. Pictured here is
Ceanothus ‘Concha’. PHOTOGRAPH BY MARYBETH KAMPMAN.

Food and Shelter

How do we turn our backyards—and front yards—into wildlife habitat? It’s really quite easy; n
special training or skills are required and it doesn’t involve starting over. Except for that all-too
common American landscape of lawn and clipped shrubs that offers very little to wildlife, man
garden landscapes meet at least some of the needs of birds, insects, and other creatures. But there a
many ways to enhance the wildlife value of any garden. All animals—birds, mammals, amphibian
reptiles, and insects—need shelter, foraging sites, and places to nest and breed. Overlapping, vertic
layers of trees, shrubs and ground plants provide wildlife species with many different options fo

shelter, foraging, and nesting. Leaf litter, logs, and brush piles, even small ones, provide shelter fo
insects, lizards, and salamanders, and good foraging sites for birds. A dead tree, or snag, is home t
cavity nesters such as woodpeckers, wrens, bluebirds, and tree swallows. Wildlife gardeners take the
cues from Nature. Wilderness areas that contain the most diverse animal species also contain the mo
diverse plant species. Diversity is Nature’s key concept.
Trees and shrubs that produce seeds, berries, fruit, or nuts feed birds; nectar flowers attra
butterflies, bees, and other pollinators. Ideally, our “plant shelters” do double duty as nectar and foo
plants and, in some cases, do extra duty as host plants for butterfly caterpillars. Our native Californ
lilac (Ceanothus spp.) is a good example of a multifunctional habitat plant. The clusters of ear
spring flowers provide nectar for pollinators, especially native bees that are just emerging; the seed
and insects this plant attracts feed many birds; and its foliage serves as a caterpillar host plant for th
Spring Azure, California Tortoiseshell, and several other butterflies. Its many forms, from trees t
mounding groundcover, offer shelter, nesting, and foraging sites for birds, insects, and other wildlif
Oaks are habitat heroes. They provide places to breed for owls and hawks and small cavity nester
such as chickadees and nuthatches; their acorns feed woodpeckers, jays, and squirrels. According t
the California Oak Foundation, over 300 species of wildlife (birds, mammals, amphibians, an
reptiles) use oak woodlands for food, cover, and nesting. Over 5,000 species of insects, includin
seven butterfly species, are also part of this web of life. Even the mistletoe that hangs from oa
branches feeds the caterpillars of the Great Purple Hairstreak and provides fruit for birds.

Lavatera assurgentiflora, a native mallow, is a butterfly nectar and host plant. PHOTOGRAPH BY MIEKO WATKINS.

In the fall, the California wild grape produces fruit for birds. PHOTOGRAPH BY JUDY ADLER.

Oaks are multifunctional habitat plants. PHOTOGRAPH BY MIEKO WATKINS.

While cover and plants that provide food, pollen, and nectar are essential for any wildlife habit
garden, it is the geographical region that signals which food and nectar plants gardeners shou
choose. California, in most areas, is blessed with a Mediterranean climate: warm, dry summers an
cool, wet winters, though as many Californians are well aware, winters are not always wet. Ou
climate is similar to the Mediterranean Basin, where the name comes from, and other regions of th
world that include the southern tip of South Africa, southern and western areas of Australia, an
central Chile. Plants from these regions easily adapt to California’s climate, especially the less fogg
areas inland from the coast. The plants best adapted to our climate and soils are the ones that hav
always lived here—our native plants. These are the plants that have evolved with our native wildli
species; they meet all of their nutritional needs for pollen and nectar, fruit, seeds, and nuts. Nativ
plants attract the highest number of insects (including beneficial insects) and, for some butterf
species, they are the only caterpillar host plants. Hundreds of non-native food and nectar plants, draw
mostly from other Mediterranean climate regions, supplement this large and diverse palette of nativ
plants that are easy to grow, without the need for fertilizers, insecticides, or regular summer water.

A California Wildlife Garden

We Californians live in a magnificent land of evergreen forests, oak woodlands, chaparral studde
hillsides, bluffs, and bays—one of the most floristically diverse regions in the world. Our Californ
native plants give Californians our most essential expression of place. They are versatile and beautif
in their own right, and they have a long and enduring relationship with our wildlife. It is not

coincidence that many native trees and shrubs bloom when the nectar of their blossoms is most neede
in early spring and produce fruit and nuts when birds are the hungriest. The life cycles of many of ou
native wildlife have evolved in relationship to the flowering and fruiting seasons of our native plant
Insects pollinate many of the plants and birds eat the fruit and spread the seed in this mutual
beneficial relationship.

The manzanita hedge (Arctostaphylos densiflora ‘Howard McMinn’) in Judy Adler’s garden provides nectar for hummingbirds in
late winter/ early spring. PHOTOGRAPH BY MARYBETH KAMPMAN.

The delicate bell-shaped flowers of manzanitas blooming in late winter are a critical source o
nectar for Anna’s Hummingbird, our year-round resident that nests as early as December. It is a tim
when food sources are scarce. The nectar flowers of willow, blue elderberry, coffee-berry, and man
other native trees and shrubs follow in spring with berries, nuts, or seeds for birds in the fall. Nativ
sages and wildflowers bloom from February through May followed by summer-blooming perennia
offering nectar, pollen, and seeds for birds. In the fall, when most plants are fading, goldenro
California fuchsia, and coyote bush come into bloom. In December, the red berries of the beautifu
toyon, also called Christmas berry, are a favorite winter food source of robins, mockingbirds, an
thrushes.
There are more than 6,000 native plants in California, some of them found nowhere else in th
world. Probably only half that many are suitable for gardens, and these are finding their way into th
nursery trade in greater numbers each year. While many native plants from one region of the state ca
be grown in another, local native plant communities are the first place to look for inspiration an
potential plant choices. California’s large native plant communities include forest, woodlan

grassland, chaparral, coastal scrub, desert scrub, and alpine communities. Knowing which pla
communities are dominant (or were historically dominant) in your area is valuable information fo
understanding not only which plants might naturally grow well in your garden, but also what oth
native plants, with similar requirements, might be well suited for your site. Native plants, however, d
not always follow our designated categories—plant communities often overlap and plants from on
community can sometimes be found in another.

Summer-blooming matilija poppies bring in many native bees and other pollinators. PHOTOGRAPH BY SUSAN GOTTLIEB.

The key to success with natives is matching their natural growing conditions to your site. Whi
many native plants are drought tolerant, plants that grow by streams in shady forests will hav
different needs from chaparral plants that grow in dry, sunny, exposed sites. Plants that grow in th
summer fog zone of coastal areas need more moisture than those from areas farther inland. Plants wi
frost intolerances that do well in southern California or mild winter areas farther north are not goo
choices for California microclimates that experience hard freezes. Most native plants require goo
drainage and benefit when planted on mounds or in raised beds. All drought-tolerant plants need wate
to get established; some may need occasional deep watering the first or second year, or longer. Th
most advantageous times to plant natives are late fall and winter. Winter rains encourage the dee
roots that natives need to weather the summer drought season. Native plants should not be fertilize
and heavy mulching is not necessary. Allow leaf litter to accumulate under native trees and shrub
just as it would in natural conditions.
Perhaps one of the hardest concepts for transplanted Californians to accept is that summer is th
quiet season for many native plants. Unlike the lush landscapes of the eastern half of the countr
where summer rains are the norm, a California garden is resting in more muted tones of russets an
golds. Yes, there are native perennials—from asters, mints, and mallows to the tall evening primrose

with its large sunny flowers, and the California fuchsia, with its flaming color—that brighten th
garden in summer and fall. However, the glory season for California native plants is spring. Th
spring, though, starts in late winter, when the eastern half of the country may still be under snow—an
it extends well into summer. Later, in the fall, those same trees and shrubs, no longer in bloom, ar
feeding birds and other creatures with nuts, berries, seeds, and fruit. Summer is not the time to wat
naturally dormant plants, though some do, but to accept the quiet beauty of their natural season
cycles.

Mixing Natives and Ornamentals

While an all-native garden may be the ideal, a wildlife habitat garden does not have to be 10
percent native. Typically, wildlife habitat gardens contain a mix of native and compatible non-nativ
food and nectar plants (including fruit and nut trees, berry bushes, medicinal and culinary herb
vegetables) that bloom and set fruit in different seasons. Non-native food and nectar plants, especial
those with long bloom periods, can both supplement peak bloom times of native plants and prolon
spring flowering through the summer months, when bees, butterflies, and other pollinators an
beneficial insects are foraging. Summer-blooming non-natives from the mint family (such as sage
lavender, calamint, catmint, lemon balm, thyme) and the sunflower family (asters, cosmos, zinnia
coreopsis, blanket flower, for example) are good sources of nectar and pollen for honeybees, othe
pollinators, and beneficial insects. Plants from these families (which also include many Californ
natives) bloom over a long period; seeds from the composites provide food in the fall for finche
juncos, and other seed-eating birds. Choose single-flowered, old-fashioned plant varieties, especial
composites such as sunflowers, zinnias, blanket flower, coreopsis, and marigolds. They are almo
always more nectar- and pollen-rich than the over-hybridized versions, many of which are selected fo
ornamental traits or for growing in pots. The flowers of many medicinal and culinary herbs—chas
tree, rosemary, oregano, dill, valerian—are excellent nectar sources for all types of pollinator
Butterflies and bees flock to the flowers of strawberry tree (Arbutus unedo) and the broad pinkish top
of Sedum ‘Autumn Joy’ and S. spectabile in late summer. Red hot poker plant, bottlebrush, flowerin
maple (Abutilon spp.), and fuchsias, for example, are valuable plants for the hummingbird garden.
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